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Materia (Matter) is a collection that takes its inspiration
from physical science. Materia in this sense is described
as a substance that has mass and takes up space with its
volume. Everyday objects in this sense are made out of
atoms and any particles. Although it seems that the
atoms don’t make the same forms as with those
everyday objects and can in this sense create forms with
unusual and undefined sizes and positions. The
collection designed by Masquespacio hereby contains a
serie of furniture and lighting items created out of forms
that look a little bit surreal and outer space. Others like
for the lamps with its organic forms make us think about
nature on another planet, although all of them are
brought to real life through its contrast of daily lifestyle
materials. Materia, a collection of mass and volume,
mixing materials, to be seen and to be touched.
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1. Wooden ball chair round

The wooden ball chair is a contrasting piece of
soft material (fabric) with a harder material
(wood). The round form of the ball is a reference
to our planet while it breaks with a stone form
made of fabric that reminds us of different
objects flying around in space and hanging
together without any sense.
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2. Matter chair

In all its beauty the Matter chair is the perfect
representation of the collection itself, with its mix
of materials, forms and volumes
.

 

3. Wooden ball chair straight

The wooden ball chair is a contrasting piece of
soft material (fabric) with a harder material
(wood). The round form of the ball is a reference
to our planet while it breaks with a stone form
made of fabric that reminds us of different
objects flying around in space and hanging
together without any sense.

.
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4. Branch lamp hanging
The branch lamp collections stands out for its
particular forms that make us remember of the
branch of a tree. An unusual form for a lamp
design.
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5.5. Atomic wood stool
As its name by itself defines this
collection of tables and stools looks like
being made by different atomics
hanging together without any sense,
but at the same time making a beautiful
and unique form through its volume,
shapes and material contrasts.
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7. Branch wall lamp
The branch lamp collections stands out for its
particular forms that make us remember of the
branch of a tree. An unusual form for a lamp
design.
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6. Marble table lamp big
One of nature’s most beautiful matter is without a
doubt marble. This set of tables in this sense is an
ode to one of the most beautiful materials on
earth.
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8. Body chair
Like if it were a body, but in an unreal way and
size the Body chair represents a particular person,
maybe it is perfect with its new shapes or maybe
it looks a little bit outer space.
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9. Volume chair
How much space an object or substance
takes up many times defines its impact in
an environment. The Volume chair,
although with its huge and unreal mass, is
the stand-out piece in any interior design
that will catch your attention from far
away.
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10. Nature chair
With its organic and round forms, the
nature chair is a clear reference to our
Mother Earth.

 

11. Marble table lamp small
One of nature’s most beautiful matter is
without a doubt marble. This set of tables
in this sense is an ode to one of the most
beautiful materials on earth.

 



COVET COLLECTION keeps inspiring and creating new trends. 
 

WE CREATE. WE INSPIRE. WE DELIVER OUR VISION TO THE
WORLD. 
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